Let X be a d-dimensional Lévy process with Lévy triplet pΣ, ν, αq and d ě 2.
Introduction
In this paper, we analyze the dependence structure of jumps in a multidimensional Lévy process. This Lévy process is discretely observed in a low frequency scheme. To be more precise, let pX t q tě0 be a d-dimensional Lévy process on a probability space pΩ, F , P Σ,ν,α q with the Lévy triplet pΣ, ν, αq. Based on the equidistant observations pX t pωqq t"1,2,...,n for a given realization ω P Ω, we intend to estimate the dependence structure of the jumps between the coordinates of X. Hence, we have a statistical problem. Next, a rigorous formulation of what is meant by this dependence structure is given:
Organization of this paper
In Section 2, we state an estimator p ν n for the Lévy measure ν, which is based on the low frequency observations pX t q t"1,2,...,n . Our assumptions in this section imply that the second moment of pp ν n q and ν exist, i.e. ż This means that we have P Σ,ν,α -a.s. the convergence ż
for all bounded, continuous functions f , i.e. f P C b pR d q. Our prove works only under the assumption Σ " 0, i.e. with vanishing Brownian motion part. This is due to the fact that it is statistically hard to distinguish between the small jumps of infinite activity and the Brownian motion part. This issue is stated more precisely in Lemma 2.1. Note that Neumann and Reiß [11] solve this problem in the one dimensional case by estimating ν σ pdxq def " σ 2 δ 0 pdxq`x 2 νpdxq, x P R, σ 2 def " Σ instead of ν. As a result, the exponent of the characteristic function gets the shape Ψ νσ,α puq " iuα`ż R e iux´1´i ux x 2 ν σ pdxq, u P R, assuming that the second moment of ν is finite, compare Section 4 in [11] . Unfortunately, such a transition from ν to ν σ does not work in the multidimensional case d ě 2. Nevertheless, we aim to estimate the Lévy copula of ν under assumptions that do not exclude the existence of a Brownian motion part, i.e. Σ ‰ 0. Thus, we have to deal somehow with the small jumps of X.
This is described in Section 3. Here, everything is developed for the case d " 2. This is only due to a simpler notation of the anyway high technical approach. We first construct an estimator p N n based on the same n equidistant observations as p ν n , such that it holds under certain smoothness and decay conditions on ν sup pa,bqPR ηpa, bqˇˇνpra, 8qˆrb, 8qq´p N n pa, bqˇˇ" O PΣ,ν,αˆp log log nq 2 ? log n˙, n Ñ 8
with R def " r0, 8q 2 ztp0, 0qu, ηpa, bq def " |pa, bq| 2^| pa, bq| 4 .
This is proven in Theorem 3.11. Note that the right hand side of (2) is independent of pa, bq P R. If |pa, bq| Ñ 0, ηpa, bq -|pa, bq| 4 Ñ 0 slows down the convergence speed in (2) . Vice versa |pa, bq| Ñ 8 implies ηpa, bq -|pa, bq| 2 Ñ 8 which accelerates the convergence speed. This way of treating the small jumps is sufficient of getting satisfying results concerning the estimation of the Lévy copula. Note that (2) also yields estimations for νpra, 8qˆR`q resp. νpR`ˆrb, 8qq by setting a ą 0, b " 0 resp. a " 0, b ą 0. Our assumptions in this section will ensure that the Lévy copula of ν can be written in the form (1) . We are capable to estimate U, U 1 , U 2 with the use of (2). Our intention is to create a plug-in estimator for (1) , i.e. we also need an estimator for U´1 k , k " 1, 2. This basically works by building the pseudo inverse of the estimator of U k . At this point, we again have to pay attention to the small jumps. This inverting procedure is performed by Corollary 3.13 which is the stochastic counterpart of Proposition 3.12. This proposition contains the analysis needed for the inversion operation. Finally, Theorem 3.14 states that the resulting plug-in estimator p C n converges uniformly on compact sets bounded away from zero with the convergence rate ? log n, i.e.: It holds for two arbitrary and fixed numbers 0 ă a ă b ă 8 the asymptotic sup aďu,vďb |Cpu, vq´p C n pu, vq| " O PΣ,ν,αˆp log log nq 9 ? log n˙.
The term plog log nq 9 in (3) is not relevant in the sense that we have plog log nq 9 plog nq ǫ Ñ 0, n Ñ 8
for all ǫ ą 0. Note that the convergence in (3) holds in a wide, non-pathologic class of Lévy triplets which contains Lévy measures of every Blumenthal Getoor index 0 ď β ď 2, i.e. the test can separate the small jumps from the Brownian motion part in a low frequency setting even in the case β " 2. This is proven in Corollary 3.6. Furthermore, observe that ra, bs Ď r0, 8q 2 in (3) is bounded away from zero. However, we have to treat the small jumps tending to zero in order to estimate, for example, U´1 k , k " 1, 2, compare the proof of Theorem 3.14. Apart from that, our technical approach would easily yield a similar treatment of ra, bs 2 in the case a Ó 0, b Ò 8 as in (2). The respective η would then, however, depend on U , i.e. on ν which is the unknown estimating entity. Hence, such convergence rates are not statistically feasible and thus, we have not calculated them.
Finally, in Section 4, we apply the techniques developed in Section 3 to the compound Poisson process (CPP) case. For simplicity we assume that the intensity Λ " νpR 2 q is known. We propose an estimator p C n for the copula C of the probability measure Λ´1ν, which is based on the same n low frequency observations (t " 1, 2, . . . , n). For this purpose, we show that everything developed in the previous Section 3 also works in this case. Here, we obtain the better and natural convergence rate ? n as expected. Namely, we show in Theorem 4.7 that
holds under certain assumptions in the CPP case.
Neumann and Reiß [11] [Theorem 4.4] prove in a one dimensional setting that, in the case of a nonvanishing Brownian motion part, a logarithmic convergence rate for estimating ν σ is optimal. Furthermore, ? n is the optimal rate in the CPP case. Hence, the convergence rates of our Lévy copula estimators can be considered to be optimal in the sense that the optimal rates in the one dimensional setting still hold in the multidimensional setting and after an inversion operation.
Notations
In what follows we summarize some frequently used notations.
Natural numbers including zero R`" r0, 8q
Nonnegative real numbers R˚" Rzt0u
Real numbers without zero R˚" R˚X R`Positive real numbers R " R 2 ztp0, 0qu First quadrant in R 2 without the origin z " ℜpzq`iℑpzq
Real and imaginary part of a complex number z P C |z|, |z| 8 Euclidean norm and maximum norm of any z P C R`pzq " Rpzq _ 0
Positive real part of a complex number
Function spaces of (quadratic) integrable functions F f resp. F µ Fourier transform of a suitable function f resp. measure µ λ
½ ra,8qˆrb,8q px1,x2q
Useful truncating function for our later needs, px 1 , x 2 q P R 2 , pa, bq P R.
Moreover, we will to use the abbreviations
CPP Compound Poisson process BGi
Blumenthal-Getoor index càdlàg right continuous function with existing left limits and write f À g : ðñ DC ą 0 : f pxq ď Cgpxq, @x P M for two functions f, g : M Ñ R`on any set M . Finally, recall for two families of random variables pX n q nPN and pY n q nPN with P pX n " 0q " 0, n P N the notation
Some preliminary considerations
Let pX t q tě0 be a d-dimensional Lévy process on a probability space pΩ, F , P Σ,ν,α q with the Lévy triplet pΣ, ν, αq. Based on the equidistant observations pX t pωqq t"1,2,...,n for some fixed path ω P Ω, we intend to estimate the Lévy triplet pΣ, ν, αq. First of all note that it is statistical not possible to distinguish between the existence of a Brownian motion part and an accumulation of infinitely many jumps in a uniform consistent way. This is explained by the following lemma which is a generalization of Remark 3.2 in Neumann, Reiß [11] . We give a detailed proof in order to get a starting point in this topic. 
As ϕ m is Lebesgue integrable, P m has the Lebesgue density
Now consider the total variation (TV) between P m and P 8 def " Np0, 1q. Scheffé's Lemma yields 
Now consider the two sets
Fix ǫ ą 0 and choose m large enough, such that }P m´P8 } T V ă ǫ. Note that the Brownian part σ of P m is zero and the Brownian part of P 8 is one. Assume that
Then we have P 8 pA 0 q ă
This results in
The lemma is proven since ǫ ą 0 was chosen arbitrarily.
We denote by
the empirical characteristic function of the increments and write, furthermore,
Next let w : R d Ñ R ą0 denote a weight function which is specified later. For the following we only require that w is bounded and vanishes at infinity. Define the weighted supremum
The following proposition is needed in order to prove Theorem 2.4. This theorem yields a consistent estimator p ν n for the Lévy measure ν as described in the introductory section.
holds for all ω P N c , where X t,1 P R denotes the first component of
The proof can be done in two steps. The first one deals with the continuity of p ϕ n and ϕ Σ,ν,α . Doing so, we can replace R d by a countable, unbounded set. Finally a second step makes use of the weight function w in order to treat the unboundedness of the remaining countable set in the first step. We omit a detailed proof since it can be done with straightforward techniques. 
Define the following metric on C 2 pR d q :
Let Assumptions 2.3 hold. Given the equidistant observations as described at the beginning of this section, we introduce the minimum distance estimator pp ν n , p α n q via
for a given sequence δ n Ó 0. This means that pp ν n , p α n q are chosen in such a way that (7) and the Assumptions 2.3 are fulfilled. This is exactly the multidimensional variant of (2.3) in Neumann, Reiß [11] .
However, note that the estimator p ν n is not directly feasible because the infimum in (7) is taken over the infinite set of all ν, α. This problem is solved in the next section by constructing and analyzing a more subtle and feasible estimator. 
It follows for any compact
Note that }ϕ p
for a sequence pǫ n q n with ǫ n Ó 0, which may depend on ω P Ω. Then we have because of the strict positivity and continuity of w
From (9), it follows that
As u Þ Ñ |ϕ p νn, p αn puq´ϕ ν,α puq| is continuous, we can choose ǫ n " ǫ n pωq small enough thaťˇˇˇ1
This yields together with (10) ϕ p νn, p αn pvq Ñ ϕ ν,α pvq P ν,α -a.s. and the negligible set is independent of v P R d . As a result, Lévy-Cramér yields that we have P ν,α -a.s. the weak convergence P
because of (8) . It therefore suffices to prove the vague convergence, cf. Chung [4] .
Let f : R d Ñ R be a continuous function with compact support. It remains to verify ż
For this purpose set
Fix any δ ą 0 and choose ǫ " ǫpωq ą 0 small enough that
This is possible because of Sato [16] Theorem 8.7.(2) and our assumption Σ " p Σ n " 0 on Ω. Based on this, we obtain ż
On the other hand, x Þ Ñ f pxq|x| 2 g ǫ pxq, x P R d is a bounded, continuous function which vanishes on a neighborhood of zero. Thus, Sato [16] 
Hence, together with (12), we obtain lim sup
This proves (11) because δ ą 0 was chosen arbitrarily.
Set Z t " X t´Xt´1 , t P N and define
Next, we aim to establish a similar result as in Proposition 2.2 which will be useful for the next Section 3. The difference to the previous result is that we are not interested in a P Σ,ν,α -a.s. result, but in finding an upper bound for the expectation values as stated in the next theorem. Furthermore, A n puq is scaled with n´1 2 and not with n´1 as in Proposition 2.2. Therefore it is not surprising that we have to make some further restrictions to the weight function w.
To be more precise, we choose w as
for some fixed δ ą 0. This is the natural generalization to d dimensions of the weight function in [11] . The proof of the following theorem is postponed to the appendix.
Theorem 2.5. Let pΣ, ν, αq be a Lévy triplet, such that E|X 1 | 8`γ ă 8 holds for some γ ą 0. Then we have
Then, as a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5, it holds the following statement:
Corollary 2.6. Let pΣ, ν, αq be a Lévy triplet with E|X 1 | 8`γ ă 8 for some γ ą 0. Then we have E Σ,ν,α dp p ϕ n , ϕ Σ,ν,α q " O´n´1 2¯, n Ñ 8.
Nonparametric low frequency Lévy copula estimation
We denote with F the Fourier transform of a function or a finite measure. To be more precise, we set for
where µ denotes a finite positive measure on the space pR d , BpR d qq.
As described in the introductory section, we aim to estimate the Lévy measure ν in order to construct a Lévy copula estimator. Motivated by Nickl and Reiß [12] , we do not estimate directly ν, but a smoothed version of ν. The statistical estimation of this smoothed version is investigated in the proof of Theorem 3.
11. An upper bound of the error which we make by using a smoothed version of ν instead of ν itself, is calculated in Lemma 3.7.
The Assumptions
We consider the convolution of ν with a Kernel K in order to get such a smoothed version of ν, cf. Lemma 3.7. Such a Kernel, of course, has to fulfill some assumptions which are stated next:
Assumptions 3.1. Let K : R 2 Ñ R`be a kernel function with the properties
It is natural to consider Lévy processes in the Fourier space because of the Lévy-Khintchine formula. From this point of view, Assumption 3.1 (ii) is particularly useful because it provides compact support for many important integrands we use.
Example 3.2. In the following example, we state a kernel function K which fulfills the Assumptions 3.1. Set for this purpose
Since K 1 is continuous and
Note that K fulfills the desired conditions since ż
Thus, the Assumptions 3.1 are fulfilled.
Next, set for h ą 0
and observe that standard results from Fourier analysis yield
Recall the notations U px, yq " νprx, 8qˆry, 8qq, U 1 pxq " νprx, 8qˆR`q, U 2 pyq " νpR`ˆry, 8qq, x, y P Rà
½ ra,8qˆrb,8q px 1 , x 2 q, pa, bq P R, x P R 2 . 
Remark 3.4. Assumption 3.3 (i) assures that there are no negative jumps. This simplifies the shape of the Lévy copula of ν, cf. (1) and serves to keep the technical overhead as small as possible.
(ii) is required since we aim to use the statement of Corollary 2.6. (iii) is perhaps the most non-transparent assumption. It guarantees a certain decay behavior of some integrands in the Fourier space. Finally, (iv) is needed for the construction of the pseudo inverse in order to estimate the Lévy copula of ν, which is our final goal.
The next proposition and corollary state that these assumptions are not very restrictive in our context, compare the discussion in the introductory section 1.2.
Proposition 3.5. Let f : R 2 Ñ R`be a continuous function with the properties
is a Lévy measure and fulfills the Assumptions 3.3 (i), (ii) and (iv).
Proof. First, observe that ν is a Lévy measure since
holds. Next, we turn to the claimed Assumptions 3.3 (i), (ii) and (iv).
(i) This is obviously true due to R Ď R 2 .
(ii) Note that we have ż
Hence, Sato [16] [Theorem 25.3] yields that the p8`γq-th moment with γ def " ǫ 2 ą 0 of the corresponding Lévy process exists.
because of rx 1 , 8qˆR`Ó H, x 1 Ò 8 and
Next, U 1 px 1 q ą 0 follows from f p¨, 0q ą 0 on p0, 8q and the continuity of f . Hence (14) 
Again, due to the continuity of f and f p¨, 0q ą 0, this implies U Proof. We treat the cases 0 ď β ă 2 and β " 2 separately in two steps: An easy calculation yields that ν β is a Lévy measure of BGi β. Furthermore, the Assumptions 3.3 (i), (ii) and (iv) are fulfilled because of Proposition 3.5 and
Next, we show that ν β fulfills Assumption 3.3 (iii). Note for this after a straightforward calculation the equations
Hence, it holds for x P R, r " |x| ą 0 and k " 1, 2ˇˇˇB 
Next, we establish the Assumption 3.3 (iii)
4φprqpLrq´3r´1q.
This implies for 0 ă r ă xq À r´2plog rq´2.
Observe that we have in the complementary case r ą 1
This yields for r ą 1 the asymptoticšˇˇˇB
Now, we get the claim of Assumption 3.3 (iii) with the same procedure as in the first step.
Estimating the Lévy measure
Denote with pK h λ 2 q˚ppx (16) where we use for the last inequality the Plancherel identity and the fact that a convolution becomes a simple multiplication in the Fourier space for the last inequality. Note further
due to the Lipschitz continuity and our assumption that K is normalized. Hence, using Corollary A.4 together with Lemma A.5 (i), (16) 
with a constant C depending only on the triplet pΣ, ν, αq.
Remark 3.9. Note, that the fast exponential decay to zero in (17) as |u| tends to infinity results from a possible non-vanishing Σ. Otherwise ϕ Σ,ν,α puq may possibly have a slower convergence rate to zero. In this context, review the results in Neumann, Reiß [11] . In the case of a compound Poisson process, it is even bounded away from zero, cf. Lemma 4.4.
Proof of Lemma 3.8.
We have ϕpuq " exppΨpuqq with
Next, we estimate each summand of Ψ separately:
Furthermore, Sato [16] [Lemma 8.6.] yields
This yields with C def " |α|`|Σ|`ş R 2 |x| 2 νpdxq the estimate
and this Lemma is proven.
In the following we construct, based on low frequency observations, a uniform estimator for the values tνpra, 8qˆrb, 8qq : pa, bq P Ru.
Let us assume that the corresponding Lévy process has a finite fourth moment. Our motivation is the following fact:ˆB
Remark 3.10. Note that we have to take at least the third derivations of Ψ in order to remove the Brownian motion part. However, this seems not to be sufficient to deal with Lévy measures with Blumenthal Getoor indices greater than one. That is why we take the fourth derivations of Ψ. Doing so, we are, for example, capable to prove Corollary 3.6.
A simple calculation yields for k " 1, 2
Note that we are going to estimate ϕ Σ,ν,α by
Hence, we set for k " 1, 2 (20) . Of course we cannot write p ϕ n puq " e p Ψnpuq since p ϕ n need not be a characteristic function of an infinitesimal divisible measure for each ω P Ω.
Considering (19), we set
for an estimator of νpra, 8qˆrb, 8qq. Note furthermore that (22) is only well-defined on
‰ 2 and p ϕ n has to be non-zero on supppF K h q. At the same time, we have for ω P r A h,n˜B
since the left-hand side is a continuous function with compact support. Thus, the inverse Fourier transform in (22) is well-defined on r A h,n . Set
Based on the above discussion, finally set
for all pa, bq P R, h ą 0, n P N. Of course, the bandwidth h " h n has to be chosen in an optimal manner. It turns out that h n def " log log n ? log n , n P N yields a satisfying result: 
Proof. The proof is divided into three steps. The probability that the inverse Fourier transform is well defined tends to one. This is shown in the first step. The second step estimates the approximation error between p Ψ n and Ψ. Finally, the third step uses these estimations together with the statement of Lemma 3.7 to prove the desired convergence rate. step 1. First, we establish P pA c n q Ñ 0, n Ñ 8 with A n def " A hn,n , n P N and P def " P Σ,ν,α . Note for this that we have with
Observe wpuq " plogpe`|u|qq´1 2´δ ě e´p
so that together with Lemma 3.8 we obtain
with a constant C ą 0. This, finally, implies " Du P B 1 h : dp p ϕ n , ϕq |ϕpuq||wpuq| ě 1 2 * Ď " dp p ϕ n , ϕqe
and, the Markov inequality yields together with Corollary 2.6
A substitution with h n " log log n ? log n yieldś 1 2 log n`4 C h 2 n "´1 2 log n`4C log n plog log nq 2 Ñ´8, n Ñ 8, so that (25) implies P pA c n q Ñ 0, n Ñ 8. step 2. Next, we consider the difference (20) from (21) results in five difference terms. We rearrange for k " 1, 2 these terms in (26) -(30) for our needs:
Next, after some straightforward calculations, observe
In what follows, we estimate the derivatives of Ψ:
and the representation (18) yields
x 1 e i u,x ´ix 1¯ν pdxq which yields together withˇˇˇe
where the constant in the À sign depends only on the Lévy triplet pΣ, ν, αq. Similarly we geťˇˇˇB
uq "ˇˇˇˇ´σ 11´ż
uq "ˇˇˇˇż 
Using the Plancherel identity, we get the following essential estimates:
Note that dpϕ, p ϕ n q " O P pn´1 2 q and pwpuq|ϕpuq|q´j p1`|u|q 4 À e Cp1`|u|q
hold for suitable C ą 0, compare (24). Hence, (37) is not larger than
for every ǫ ą 0. Together with Lemma 3.7 and |h n log h n | "´l og log n ? log n plog log log n´1 2 log log nq À plog log nq 2 ? log n this proves this theorem.
The inverting operation
Considering the Lévy copula (1), our next goal is to establish an inversion operation. For this purpose, we first define some function spaces and an inversion operation I on those spaces: Set
" th : p0, 8q Ñ R`, h is càdlàg, decreasing and lim
Furthermore, let R : p0, 8q Ñ p0, 8q be a function and pǫ n q, pδ n q be two sequences of positive numbers, such that
hold. Note that we have Ipg, δq P D δ , g P p C, δ ą 0.
The next Proposition 3.12 investigates the behavior of an approximation error under the inversion operation I. Note that I is the pseudo inverse with the starting position δ ą 0, cf. (38). The introduction of such an offset δ ą 0 is required for the subsequent treatment of the small jumps. Note that we have Λ " 8 (Λ in Proposition 3.12) in this section. The case Λ ă 8 is important for the investigations of the next Section 4.
Proposition 3.12. Let f : p0, 8q Ñ p0, Λq, Λ P p0, 8s be a C 1 -bijection with
and let pf n q n Ď p C be a family of functions, such that sup xěδn |f n pxq´f pxq| ď γ n , n P N holds. Fix any 0 ă a ă b ă Λ. Then it holds also for each n P N with 2γ n ă a^pΛ´bq and δ n ă f´1pb`2γ n q the inequality
Note that F n : rδ n , 8q Ñ R`is a decreasing, continuous function with F n pxq Ñ 0, x Ñ 8 for each n P N. First, we show the inequality sup xěδn |f pxq´F n pxq| ď γ n , n P N.
Note for this F n pxq " f n pc x q ď f n pxq, δ n ď c x ď x and f pxq´F n pxq " f pxq´f n pc x q ď f pc x q´f n pc x q ď γ n , f pxq´F n pxq ě f pxq´f n pxq ě´γ n for all n P N. Next, fix any 0 ă a ď z ď b ă Λ and n P N with 2γ n ă a^pΛ´bq, δ n ă f´1pb`2γ n q. Set
(39) implies F n pxq ď f pxq`γ n which yields, since h n is the pseudo-inverse of F n , h n pzq " h n pf pxq`γ n q ď x " f´1pz´γ n q.
Equally, we have F n px 1 q ě f px 1 q´γ n ą f px 1 q´2γ n which implies h n pzq " h n pf px 1 q´2γ n q ě x 1 " f´1pz`2γ n q, so that, altogether we have f´1pz`2γ n q ď h n pzq ď f´1pz´γ n q.
Using the mean value theorem, this yields, on the one hand, h n pzq´f´1pzq ď f´1pz´γ n q´f´1pzq "´γ n pf´1q 1 pξ 1 q and on the other hand f´1pzq´h n pzq ď f´1pzq´f´1pz`2γ n q "´2γ n pf´1q 1 pξ 2 q
Thus, we finally obtain
Next, we state a stochastic version of Proposition 3.12, which is adapted to our later needs.
Corollary 3.13. Given a probability space pΩ, F , P q and a family of functions
such that ω Þ Ñ r p Z n pωqspxq is F -measurable for every n P N, x ą 0 and such that
holds with a function f as in Proposition 3.12. Then it also holds for any fixed
Proof. Write pγ n X n q nPN instead of O P pγ n q in (40), i.e. pX n q n is a family of random variables, which are uniformly bounded in probability. Set furthermore
Then, Proposition 3.12 states that we have for ω P A n sup aďzďb |Ip p Z n pωq, δ n qpzq´f´1pzq| ď 2γ n X n pωq˜inf 0ăxďf´1p a 2 q |f 1 pxq|¸´1 À γ n X n pωq.
This proves this Corollary since P pA c n q Ñ 0 for n Ñ 8.
Finally, we combine the statements developed so far and get the following main result:
Theorem 3.14. Let the Assumptions 3.1 and 3.3 hold and 0 ă a ă b ă 8 be two fixed numbers. Set δ n def " plog log nq´1 and
Then, it holds with the plug-in estimator
|Cpu, vq´p C n pu, vq| " O PΣ,ν,αˆp log log nq
9
? log n˙, n Ñ 8.
Proof. First, note that we can replace p N n by ℜ`p N n and (23) is still valid. This is due to the fact that we have for all c P C and r P R`the inequality |c´r| " a pℜpc´rqq 2`p ℑpc´rqq 2 ě |ℜpc´rq| " |ℜpcq´r| ě |ℜ`pcq´r|.
Observe furthermore ℜ`p N n p¨, 0q, ℜ`p N n p0,¨q P p C, n P N. 
Of course, exactly the same considerations yield the U 2 analogue of (41). Next, write
and note that the Lévy-copula C is Lipschitz continuous, cf. Kallsen, Tankov [7] [Lemma 3.2]. More precise, we have |Cpu,
Together with the mean value theorem and p U´1 1,n P D δn we have for a ď u ď b
Thus, (41) yields together with Assumption 3.3 (iv)
Hence, (42) and (43) imply
Theorem 3.11 yields because of p U´1 j,n P D δn , j " 1, 2 the asymptotic sup aďu,vďb
Finally, (44) and (45) prove this theorem.
The Compound Poisson Process (CPP) Case
Note that we do not use the special shape of the weight function wpuq " plogpe`|u|qq´1 2´δ , δ ą 0, u P R 2 in the previous Section 3. Neither do we use the convergence rate ? n obtained in Theorem 2.5. In fact, the proofs in the previous section also work if we merely had e´C p1`|u|q 2 À wpuq, u P R 2 for some constant C ą 0 and, concerning Theorem 2.5,
for some ǫ ą 0. This is due to the fast decay behavior of ϕ Σ,ν,α if Σ ‰ 0, cf. Lemma 3.8. Therefore we cannot derive any benefit from these stronger results. However, if ϕ Σ,ν,α decays more slowly, we can benefit from these stronger results as we shall demonstrate in the case of a compound Poisson process with drift. This is, in some sense, the complementary case of the one we investigated in the previous section. 
Proposition 4.2. Let f : R 2 Ñ R`be a continuous function with the properties
is a Lévy measure and fulfills the Assumptions 4.1 (i), (ii) and (iv).
Proof. We only highlight the deviations from the proof in Proposition 3.5:
r´4r dr ă 8.
so that we obtain
This yields that U 1 : p0, 8q Ñ p0, Λq is a surjection. Compare for this the argumentation in Proposition 3.5. Finally, note that it holds for x 1 ą 0 |U Note that V k : p0, 8q Ñ p0, 1q, k " 1, 2 is a bijection and that its inverse is 
Next Corollary 3.13 implies, since the Assumption 4.1 (iv) holds
Again as in Theorem 3.14, set
and note that a copula also is Lipschitz continuous, cf. Nelsen [10] [Theorem 2.2.4.]. In particular, we have |Cpu,
Together with the mean value theorem and
we have for a ď u ď b
So (47) yields together with the Assumption 4.1 (iv)
Hence (48) |Cpu n , v n q´p C n pu, vq| " sup aďu,vďb |M p p V´1 1,n puq, p V´1 2,n pvqq´x M n p p V´1 1,n puq, p V´1 2,n pvqq| " O Pν,α pγ n q, n Ñ 8.
Finally, (51) and (52) prove this theorem.
First, we give a proof of Theorem 2.5. Since empirical process theory is needed, we briefly repeat in the following some definitions and an important result in this context. The respective notations in Van Der Vaart [19] are used:
Let pX , A, P q be a probability space and let F be a class of measurable functions f : X Ñ R in L 2 pP q. Fix any ǫ ą 0 and let l, u : X Ñ R be two functions in L 2 pP q with ş pl´uq 2 dP ă ǫ 2 . Then, rl, us def " tf : X Ñ R, measurable, l ď f ď uu is called an ǫ-bracket. Denote further with N rs pǫ, F q the minimum number of such ǫ-brackets needed to cover F . Note that l and u are not required to belong to F . Next 
Note that À means not larger up to a constant which does not depend on n P N. An envelope function F is any L 2 pP q function, such that |f |pxq ď F pxq holds for all x P X and f P F . Finally, observe the star notation E˚instead of E. This is due to certain measurability problems which are typical in empirical process theory, compare for this the first chapter in Van Der Vaart and Wellner [20] . Fortunately, we are not concerned with such measurability problems in our case and, thus, can simply write E instead of Ei n (53). In general, observe also the helpful monographs of Pollard [14] and Dudley [5] .
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Write ℜpzq for the real part of a complex number z and ℑpzq for its imaginary part. It suffices to prove the Theorem separately for the real and imaginary part because of
Here, we only treat the real part because the imaginary part can be proven in exactly the same way. We have ℜpA n puqq " n´1 2 n ÿ t"1 pcosp u, Z t q´E cosp u, Z 1 qq, u P R d . Note that (58) implies N rs pǫ, G l,k q ď p2Jpǫq`1q d .
Set
Next, elementary considerations yield
Note that (57) implies
Jpǫq ď U pǫq ? dpL`M q ǫ`1 .
The special shape of w, furthermore, yields logpU pǫqq "´ǫ 2¯´p δ`1 2 q´1`o p1q, ǫ Ñ 0, so that we have together with (59), (60) and (61) logpN rs pǫ, G l,kď d logp2Jpǫq`1q " O´ǫ´p δ`1 2 q´1`l og´ǫ´1´2 γ¯¯, ǫ Ñ 0.
As`δ`1 2˘´1 ă 2, we have established and (54) 
